Kubota fuel shut off solenoid wiring diagram

L fuel shut off solenoid. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. How much is your farm
tractor worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through today, with complete
specifications and serial numbers. Jeff,, Can,t get you a photo but can explain it to you right
quick. Reall common for people to misunderstand what is going on there.. Three wires. Within
that fuel control sonolid is TWO coils. One is termed pull in coil the other hold in coil.. When
you turn your key to START position the current flows thru all the safety switches and energises
the PULL in coil, the when you drop the key back to the RUN position current flows to the hold
in coil and therfore fuel continues to go to the injector pump.. Be carfull as you tes the coil you
can ruin it. Test light to the two wires and check what is hapening when you tyr and start as well
as in run position then go to checking the safety switches. Let me know Jerry. Jerry, tyfr
Understanding that the switch underneath the seat is a two postion switch with three wires and
One is termed pull in coil the other hold in coil. The only wires i can fine at the pump are two
wires???? Then again I'm not totally sure what I'm looking for. Worst case senerio.. Part on the
solenoid.. Jeff I guess I have got you all messed up.. Nothin I said was about the seat operator
presence switch. I was refering to the fuel control sonlid which on this tractor is not mounted on
the injector pump as usual but rather in the front of the engine. Boldts to the front timing cover
right oposite the injector pump. There is where you should find the white plug with three wires
to test.. Most of the time when I have this the problem ends up being a safety switch but if you
have checks them next thing to check is fire or current to the fuel control sonolid. Hey
Pumpguy.. Lets back up I have no power going to the switch underneath the seat. The first
place you need to go check is the fuel control sonolid.. Kinda hard to check or tell you how and
when you will have power there under the seat but it is a three wire with one being in the start
circuit and one being in the run circuit. Can,t be easily bypased but not normaly the source of
the trouble. If you engine turns over and you just don,t have fuel going to the injectors it will
most likly be like of fire to the fuel control sonolid. Sit in the seat in a normal position. Look
down to your left and your left toe should be pointing right to the fuse box cover. Lower left on
the fire wall. Individual circuits are identified on inside of cover. Need electrical diagram, need
advice. Anyone have a wiring diagram for the L? Have no idea what saftey switches control the
sonolid. Having same problem. Where is relay to solanoid located. Here is no voltage going to
solanoid. Donald Whisler. Have a similar problem but with the starter relay. FSO solenoid woks
just fine. Any experts in this area? Buying Advice. Pro Talk. Photos New media New comments
Search media. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Today's Posts.
Unread Posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Anyone know how the stop solenoid works on a Kubota T? Thread starter bamalam
Start date Oct 5, Joined Oct 5, Threads 3 Messages 7. Anyone any idea where this voltage is
derived in the off position please? Thanks in advance. RoperGuy Active Member. Joined Apr 15,
Threads 7 Messages There a small wire that comes form your coil, when attached to ground
your mower should stop. Fish Lawn Addict. Joined Aug 2, Threads 11 Messages 4, Looking at
the Kubota blowup, it is a Diesel, and it has a shutoff switch, which should be a simple one-wire
hookup. So while running, simply unplugging it, and the engine should shut down, if not, it
would be the switch not working. On some diesel, you can manually move the plunger. Kubota
Tractor Corporation - Parts List. Fish said:. I have tried finding a wiring schematic with little
success. But on your tractor, the stop solenoid has only 1 wire? I have seen only a few Kubotas
in my life, so I am not familiar with their features. I have worked on a lot of larger diesels though,
and the solenoids are usually very simple. So just unplugging the solenoid should shut the
engine down, unless the solenoid is bad. SeniorCitizen Lawn Addict. Joined Aug 28, Threads
Messages 1, You should be able to hear and feel the solenoid shift if it is operational. Carscw
Lawn Pro. Joined Aug 11, Threads 66 Messages 6, The solenoid should have power when the
key is on run. SeniorCitizen said:. Many thanks I'll try it tomorrow. You must log in or register to
reply here. Forum Rules. Home Forums Reviews Articles Store. Homepage Today's Posts
Search Register. Forgot your Password? Sign Up. Remember Me? Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump
to page: Results 1 to 10 of Played around with it and for some reason the tractor started again.
Ran it half a day then while using it with the front bucket up it just died! I could not get it to
start. I have had this issue in the past and replaced the stop solenoid to solve my problem. I
believe that was the last time I was on this site. Anyway the problem is back. Its a two wire
solenoid when I pull it off the engine I can start the tractor no problem, runs fine. When I test the
solenoid with a jump from positive terminal and grounding it, it sounds like a machine gun
going in and out repeatedly never locking in or out. Ohms test shows 0 all around. So I believe
its bad. My other problem is I do not have voltage to the two wire lead at all no matter what the
position of the key is. I had voltage once while messing around with the solenoid but now no

matter what I do I can't get voltage to the plug, even cut the wires to check if it was the plug no
voltage. Fuses are all good and cleaned. So I also pulled the ignition switch, it has 4 wires,
using the red wire on the plug and a jumper wire I get power to dash, then glow plug but I can't
jump start the engine. Not sure if I'm suppose to be able to??? I Put the key in and turn it,
engine starts. I was doing this trying to get voltage to the fuel stop solenoid with no luck. So
what provides the voltage to the fuel stop solenoid??? I think in the run position there should
be voltage to the solenoid. At what point in the turn of the key should I've heard the click of the
solenoid or get voltage to the plug? Is there a way to check the ignition switch properly? Is
There something else to check? Thanks in advance for the help. Reply With Quote. Re: Kubota
B21 Fuel Stop Solenoid Issue A keystop solenoid only has power for seconds after key is
turned off or one of the safety switches is tripped. No power in run position and power is
usually supplied to the solenoid by the keystop timer relay. Solenoid should pull in solid and
vibrate. Does that mean a relay is bad or the ignition? I believe when it worked I would turn the
key and hear a distinct click, continue turning key the tractor would start. I guess the click was
the solenoid retracting, pulling out of pump, enabling fuel to injectors? It is then held out with
voltage? Fuel shut off Has 2 wires and uses a shut off timer to supply power for about 10
seconds After key is turned off. Fuel Turn on and hold on Solenoid has 3 wires Gets "pull On
power" during engine crank, Gets "hold On power" when key is in run position. You say you
have 2 wires so it should be the 1st type One of your wires is Ground the other is the timed 12
volts If you have a late model with OPC operator presence control from my diagram you could
have a 2 wire solenoid with metal case to ground, and from the wiring it shows both wires are
energised together, probably only for shutdown, but there are many faults in kubota diagrams
so I couldn't be sure. Part number from tag? Try powering both wires at the same time, while
grounding the case and see what happens. It's possible that it has a switched pull in coil to
protect it. Where and what does the timer look like? Anyway of checking the ignition?
Disconnect one post and rod goes out. So I'm not getting voltage in the 2 red wires. KennyV are
you sure 2wire does not stay energized while the tractor is running??? Re: Kubota B21 Fuel
Stop Solenoid Issue Near as I can tell from looking at B21 pictures on the internet you have the
dual circuit coil solenoid it bolts to end of injection pump and it is using the tractor ground
instead of a third wire. When I put voltage to both prongs on solenoid and have the unit
touching the engine the unit retracts and stays there take power away and the rod comes out.
What I'm trying to figure out is why I can't get power to the two wires that go to the solenoid. I'm
thinking its the starter relay which is under the dash. Nothing I touch or clean gets power to the
solenoid. The last time the machine was running with solenoid in the machine just stopped
running on its own. I have the seat safety switch bypassed and was standing alongside the
tractor. It just stopped running. I did find two wires coming from the square black box under
dash were chewed by mice. I wrapped them each in electrical tape. Maybe they shorted
something out. But I did that before the tractor started normally and then just died. Last edited
by RobbieBones; at PM. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. Replies: 9 Last Post: , PM.
Replies: 2 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 4 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 0 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 1 Last
Post: , PM. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Other trademarks on this page are the
property of their respective owners. Media New media New comments Search media. Log in.
Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. New posts. All
threads Latest threads New posts Trending threads. Search Search forums Search profile posts.
Members Current visitors New profile posts. Testing Fuel Shut off solenoid. Thread starter Rook
Start date Feb 24, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. Rook New member. Feb 24, 6 0 0 Clinton, CT BX vintage will
not shut off. Fuse is OK. What is procedure for testing shutoff solenoid? What about a faulty
key switch - how can I test that? Is there a simple way to jump the key switch? William1 Member
Lifetime Member. Jul 28, 19 18 Richmond, Virginia. Running tractor, unplug the solenoid. The
tractor should stop. If it does not, rust or a faulty return spring. If the solenoid was staying
energized, your battery would discharge pretty quickly unless you keep the tractor on a
maintainer. As I recall, the fuel shutoff solenoid on the BX23 is normally in the fuel on position
with no power applied to it. When shutting down, the timer applies 12 volts to the solenoid for a
short period of time to shut down the tractor. When you turn the tractor off with the key, you
should hear the fuel solenoid kick in, to shut down the fuel flow and the engine , and then a few
seconds later, kick back out to allow fuel flow for the next start up. Put a voltmeter on the
solenoid wire and see if this voltage shows up when you turn off the key. If not, you may have a
timer problem, ignition switch problem, or the wiring in between. Good info from both of you.
Got more questions Changing all fluids and filters. Did that and barely at low level mark on dip
stick. What is recommended fill level? Barely reaching the bottom of the dip stick. Have not

driven the tractor or operated any implements as of yet. North Idaho Wolfman Moderator Staff
member. Lifetime Member. Jun 9, 21, 83 Sandpoint, ID. Rook said:. Apr 28, 4, 83 Chenango
County, NY. Last edited by a moderator: Mar 4, The timer is under the dash. BX23 Stop Solenoid
Timer. Thanks NIW. More helpful info from the fine state of Idaho! Was looking under dash
today, saw a couple modules items an
turbo hydra matic 350 handbook
smart car forum usa
2007 ez go
d in you parts diagram suspected one of them to be timer. You attachment clarifies that! I am
fearing there may be a wiring harness short. I am stymied with regard to why my BX vintage will
not shut off with the ignition switch. I have replaced the ignition switch and the solenoid timer
module. The solenoid appears to work when I hotwire it directly to a battery, it activates and
shuts the motor off. Does anybody have suggestions to offer??? If so post it up. You may also
have a key stop relay in circuit which the timer switches to power the shut off solenoid. I am not
clear if that is in addition to the fuse in the fuse box?? I have yet to locate any in-line fuses??
Any ideas where I might look? Wiring diagram also seems to indicate a relationship to the HST
foot pedal neutral switch, the PTO switch, and the seat support switch in the circuit to timer and
solenoid??? Can use all the help I can get! Show hidden low quality content. You must log in or
register to reply here. Top Bottom.

